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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
COMETT  I,  the  Community action  programme for  Education  and Training for  Technology,  was 
adopted by the Counc:il DeCision 86/365/EEC of 24 July 1986.  Following a preparatory year in 1986, 
the operational phase of the COMETI I programme was for three years (1987-1989). 
The second stage of the programme- COMETI II- for the period 1990- 1994, was adopted by the 
·Council  in  December  1988  (Decision  89/27  /EEC>·  and came into  operation on  1 Jan.uary  1990. 
COMETT  II  aims  to  reinforce  training  in  technology  (particularly  advanced  technology),  the 
development of  highly  skilled  human resources and  the  competitiveness  of  European  industry. 
COMETT II is not simply an extension ofCOMETT I but a development, a deepening and broadening 
of the scheme. The Decision re-emphasises COMETI"s role as a Community programme for advanced 
training for technology and its applications but places increased stress on changing skill requirements 
and regional needs. 
With the beginning of this second phase and in accordance with the Council Decision of 22 May 1989, 
universities and enterprises of the Member States of EFf  A (EUropean Free Trade As~tion)  can-take 
part in the COMETI Programme.  · 
The estimated amount for CO.METT Il for the period 1990- 1994 is 200 MECU; in addition, there is 
the contribution of the EFf  A countries for this period amounting to 30 MECU. 
The last Call for Applications of the COMETf programme was launched.- Restricted to UETPs, projecf 
proposals were invited for Strand Ba  (student placements), Strand Be (personnel excl:lailges), Strand 
Ca (short courses), and Strand D (complementary measures). Some 192 COMETT UETPs submitted 
proposals  for  a  total  of 596  joint  European  training  projects.  Demand  for  transnational  student 
placements exceeded  supply five  times  with UETPs  proposing 33,700  student placements for an. 
estimated allocation of 6,700 placements. 317 transnational personnel exchanges were requested. Some 
1,631 proposals for short training courses were received, representing almost three times the 1994 short 
course allocation. Technology sectors most in demand were the environment (81  proposals), data 
processing (65  proposals), and telecommunications (47 proposals). 
As COMETT II drew to an end, the final evaluation of the programme got under way. Rather than 
focus exclusively on whether the programme has reached its objectives, the evaluation will consider-
how results have been achieved, what the benefits of university - enterprise cooperation are, and in 
which contexts  such  cooperation  is  successful.  The objective of the exercise "is  for  all  European 
organisations- from the Commission to national governments, to universities and enterprises across 
Europe - to benefit from the experience of the COMETT prograrrune so they can apply the lessons 
learned to. future programmes and activities. University- enterpri~cooperation  remains a key strategy 
for  the  future  development  of  the  European  Union  and  it is  hoped  that  the  achievements  of 
transnational university- enterprise cooperation will be made available to a broad European audience. 
The evaluation will be structured along two axes. On a basic level, a number of technical reports will 
analyse the development of the~  programme according to its four Strands. Based on the final reports 
of promoters, the technical reports are being prOduced by DG XXII with the assistance of the Technical 
Assistance Office.  A  number of horizontal issues are also being analysed  to  evaluate COMETT's 
contribution to  the broader context of European policy and development in education and training. 
To ensure that the reports reflect day-to-day reality,  they are mainly being produced by external 
con  tribu  ters.  ·  · 
The COJll!OOn element in the evaluation exercise is the current state-of-the-art of university- enterprise 
cooperation in  Europe. This  theme,  which lies at the  heart of the COMETT  programme,  will be 
analysed  from  a  wide· variety  of perspectives  reflecting  the  different· ways  in which  COMETT 
promoters supported by DG XXII and national governments have sought to apply, develop and add· 
value to university- enterprise cooperation over the five years of the programme. Major issues include 
' - 4-
the programme's contribution to networking, continuing education, training and skills needs, mobility, 
and impact on industry,_ particularly SMEs. 
A preliminary account of the evaluation was presented at the COMETI conference in Bonn, December 
12- 131994 and DG  ~II  plans to publish the reports in Spring 1995. 
in conjunction with the Gennan Presidency and with the stipport of DG XXII,  the last conference of 
the COMETT programme took place in Bonn, December 12- 13 1994. Enti.tled COMEIT- evaluation 
and lessons for the future,  the conference attracted some 350 delegates. While the conference drew on 
the experience of the COMETI programme, the focus was very much on building towards the future. 
.  .  . 
COMETI shared a stand with FO~CE  at Qualifikationsmesse.94, the first vocational training faii held 
in Hannover. Four COMETI projects and four FORCE projects displayed the outputs of their training 
projects to an audience which included industry, universities, researchers, etc·. 
j 
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I.  BACKGROUND  THE  ORIGINS ·AND  OBJECfiVES  OF THE  COMETT 
PROGRAMME 
The COMETT programme is  unique in the Community as the only transnational programme in 
training for technology through university-industry cooperation. In order to strengthen the relation 
between higher education and economic life, COMETI supports a broad range of activities, all of 
which  are  related  to  technological  change  and  development.  These  different  activities  of 
cooperation are deeply complementary, constituting a common pattern of institutionai cooperation-
for technological development. COMEITs main objective is the development of networks and 
partnerships allowing the transfer and exchange of experience, knowledge and know-how and in 
the context of university-enterprise cooperation. 
.  .  .  . 
COMETT stands for  COMmunity programme for  Education and Training in Technology. The 
programme was designed to develop university- industry cooperation in the area of technology 
training (bOth initial and continuing training);  ·W~-
The first phase of the programme was established by the Council Decision 86/365/EEC of 24 July 
1986. Following a preparatory year, COMETT I ran for three operational years, from 1987- 89. 
The serond stage of COMETT, for· the period 1990 - 94, was adopted by the Council in December 
1988 (Decision 89/27/EEC>.  COMETI ll came into operation on 1 }aJUJary 1990. 
With the beginning of this second phase and in accordance with the Council  Deci~ion of 22 May 
1989, universities and enterprises of the Member States of EFTA(European Free Trade Association · 
of Austria, Fmland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and Liechtenstein) were entitled to take 
part in the programme. 
_· .. .  ·  .. :··  ::;:-·: .. ::  . 
::.:·  ·:····.·.·.·.· . 
.  ...  ··.·.·· ....  · .. 
co:Mhli m i994.- :,  ···  ··· 
.  .  ··>:  :::r::  :::.=->  :=:·:  .·  ·'·'::··:··· 
·  .. · • :  more tha~.:7,soo tt~~()~  ~~tpLiiE!Il1en~l~~Stipp6rtt!d  by COMETI.in 1994"  ~-
: -~P:~.~~r~UnJJf~~!  ~:r-Were  funded  · .  · 
•  175~13  EiiropeariS_.~ye'benE!fitied frOm <:O~:tedmology  tr3ining eourses. 
· •  .206,69S.homs ofteehilology training ~\rebeen  d~li~~  ..  .  ........  ·.·  .·  ..  . .  .  < 
· •  a vast" range of  trainhlg materials ha~  been. dey~Joped. including videes, CD{ CD- ..  · 
ROM~  audio C:aSsett¢5/ooo~::w.  slidE!S.  ·  ·  · : •  .:  :  .  .  .  ·  ·  ·  · 
X.:  .... ·:··· 
1.1  The objectives of COMEIT 
The programme aims to reinforce trairung in technology (particularly advanced te:chnology),  the 
development of highly skilled human resources and the competitiveness of European industry. 
As such, COMETT represents an important part of the Commission's overall programme in the 
education and trainirig field.  By supporting the development of university-enterprise links on a 
transnational basis, COMETI a~ists in the development of systems and mechanisms to identify 
and provide solutions for the high skill needs of industry in the field of technology. In doing so, 
COMEI'T  also  conbibutes  to  the  development of  social  and  econom.lc  cohesion  across  the 
Community. This aim is reinforced by COME1Ts contribution in the transfer of technology to the 
less developed regions. - 6- . 
Th~ specific  objectives of C:OMETT  n laid ·down by Article 3  of the Council  Decision of 16 
DeCember 1988 are :  '  ·  · 
..  The contribution of technology training to  economic and social development· 
· · ·to improve the contributiOn of,  in  particular, advanced technology training at the various levels 
concerned and  thus  the  contribu tioiJ  of training  to.  the ·econOmic  and social  development  0{ the 
Ccnnmunity';  ·  · 
..  Joint university-industry efforts 
. 'to fos!er  the jOint dt:Velopment of training programmes and the exchange of a,]trience, and also 
· tlie  optimum  use  of training  resources  at  CommunitY  feoe/,  notably  through  the  creation  of 
. transnatiOnal  sectoral  and  regional  networks  of,  in  particular,  advanced  technology. training. 
projects'; 
..  The training needs of.small an·d medium-sized fun\s 
•  to respond to the specific skill requirements of small and medium sized businesses having regard 
to specific priority measures'; 
.. .  Equal training opportunities for men and women  .  .  . 
'to prorru.:ne  equal  opportunities for  men  a'nd  women  in  initial  and  continuing training  in, in 
particular, advanced technology'; 
·..  Promoting the European dimension  .  .  .  .  . 
'to give a European  dimension  to  cooperation ·between  uniVersities  and industry in  initial and 
continuing training relating to. technologies and their applications and. transfer', II. THE COMETI PROGRAMME -
CHARACfERISTICS, DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS  IN 1994 
2.1· The operational components 
The primary objective of the COMETI programme is to develop university- industry cooperation 
in the area of technology training. To achieve this, the programme focuses on four main areas of 
activities, each of which constitutes a Strand within the programme as a whole. 
The COME1T programme centres on the foUowing areas of activity: 
•  European network of university- enterprise training partnerships (Strand A) 
•  Transnational student placements and personnel exchanges (Strand B) 
•  Short t:raining courses and training materials (Strand C)  · 
•  Complementary measures (Strand D). -
2.2  European network of University Enterpri,se Training Partnerships (Strand A) 
University  Enterprise· Training  Partnerships  (UETPs)  are  the  backbone  of  the  COMETT 
programme. Acting as 'interfaces' between the academic world and industry, UETPs analyse the 
training needs of a given region or technology sector, Working in close cooperation with each 
other, UETPs provide specialised information services and organise student placements. They can 
identify  the best available skills  in Europe in a  particular subject area and organise training 
projects  tailored  to  specific  needs.  By  bringing  together  universities,  enterprises,  research 
organisations, institutions and end users, COME1TUETP~  prQvide an ideal platform for closer 
cooperation. Since the beginning of COMETT II, in 1990, they have organised over 20,000 student 
placements in industry, and approximately 500 personnel exchanges. More than 100,000 people. 
have benefitted from COMETT-suppbrted. training.  · 
COMETT contributed to the creation of 205 UFfPs in 19 countries throughout Europe. UETPs may 
be regicmal or sectoral in nature. 
Regional  UETPs  bring together groups of universities and. enterprises in joint training projects 
within a specific geographic area under the auspices of  public or private authorities. Regional 
UETPs can have a significant impact on training in their regions and cover the greater part of the 
Community.and EFfA countries. More than two thirds of Europe's regions have a regional UETP 
under COMETT II. 
Sectoral  UETPs  ~ring together universities, enterprises and other associations, on a transnational 
basis, within a specific industry or technology sector to improve training in that field. The sectoral 
UETPs accepted under COMEIT II span a broad range of technology sectors. · 
Der:Jelopments and results in 1994 
2.2.1  The  1994  Call  for  Applications  was restricted  to  UETPs  and no  fewer  than 596 
applications were su_l;mutted  i.e.  UETPs applied for 33,700  student placements, 327 
personnel  exchanges.'and  1,631  short courses.  In all,  84%  of the  proposals  were 
submitted  by  EC  Member  States  and  16%  by EFf  A countries.  The  total  budget 
requested was 163 MECU, over five times the budget available. 
2.2.2  Of the projects submitted by UETPs in 1994,588 were selected for COMETT funding 
covering 7,835 student placements, 253  personnel exchanges and 675  short training 
courses. ·_I 
·--
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, - The geographic  CQm'ag~ oi COME1TUETPs in  1994 
'\.'  J'  ' 
2.3  _Transria~onal exc,h.inges (Strand ~) 
. _The grants for transnational' exchanges 'tall into -h10  categt;>rieS: 
•  •  •  >  •  '  ' 
.,: 
... 
Studen~ placements:  COMEIT pn:)Vide5  grants  t0  students and  reeent  graduates. to 
i::ompl~ment their coursework With hi·gh_-quality work-experience relevant to their field of_ 
study; Participants carry  out~  indus~al placement in a· company~  in  anoth~r  M~ber 
State 'or EFfA 'country arid .the  tr:a~ng .perio4  lasts  from  between 3  _and  .12  months' 
(Strand' .Ba).  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
-E~change of  personp~l:·These,gra~'ts provide  f~Uowships  .(2~12 months);for personnei 
setor:1ded  from uruversi.ties to industrY or vice ver5a .in another Member St'a~ or EfTA 
country to-bring their skills- to the host  orgarusati~~ (Strand Bd.  '  ·  - -
'frans.nation.'al exchanges of students and perSonnel are a major. activity developed by the UETPs. 
Over the years the in:te~t in this Strand has steadily incr~a.Sed. As  the r'esults clearly show, itis . 
not only the students who' benefit £rom these exchanges. As far as stUdents are .concerned,  th_e  __ · 
benefits· include· a  ~vel grant,  '(iVing  expenses;  language training -plus  ~e chance  to. match ·. 
academic interests with real company needs leading to  improved job· opportunities. The host' 
company galris an extra. staff member with specific teChnical  skills, access to innovationas well 
as.~  to a network o( .Etir_opean. partners for R&D cooperation._  · 
·'  ·.!  .  _..., 
...  :...,",  '  '!  /  ,· 
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~  Developments and results in 1994 
2.3.1  In 1994 COMEIT accepted 176 Strand Ba projects. These projects provided grants for 
7,835 student placements (compared tO 1,700 placements in 1993 and 6,900 in 1992). 
2.3_.2  Of· the 95  projects submitted for personnel exchangeS, COMEIT seleeted 9i projects 
with which 253 exchanges of staffwi.ll be organised. 
2:3.3  1989 saw the beginning of the 'Pool' system. Under this scheme, COMEITuniversity-
enterprise training partnerships receive from  the Commission a  'pool'  ~f student 
placement grants which can  ·be  alloca~ flexibly over the ensuing acaderitic year to 
students. undertaking a  placement in  industry in another.  Member State.  Initially 
designed for student exchanges only, the pools were extended in1991 to include the 
organisation of training courses.  · 
Through the poOl  procedure, UETPs can-demonstrate their potential for  identifying 
qualification gaps or industrial training needs. The UETP ·can advise its partners on 
the. transfer of expertise and knowledge. The great success of the 'Pool'. procedure is 
reflected in the fact that the majority of CONiEIT UETPs are participating actively in 
this scheme.  ' 
2.4  Joint .projects for  ~ontinuing  ·training in technology and for multimedia and!  or distanctr 
training (Strand C)  '  ·  '  · 
2.4.1  The 1993 Call for Applications concentrated only.on Short training courses with a 
European dimension in technology (particularly advanced teChnology) designEd for 
the  rapid dissemination  - by and in univerSities  and by and in industry  ·  ~  of 
research  and  development  results  'in  the  field  of  new  technologies  and' their -
applications.  Short  training courses help  to  promote the. transfer of technological 
innovation to sectors in whi!=h  it was not previously applied (Strand Ca). 
?.4.2 · . Other types  of.. projects falling  under this  heading are the Joint traihi.J:tg  'projects 
{Strand  Q>)  lasting  for  a  period  of three  years  and  Pilot  Projects (Strand  Cc)-
supported by the Community for a  period of ~ree to four ye;us  . 
. ~  Developments and results in 1994 
2.4.3  COMETI short courses particularly focus on technology transfer involVing Sl'vfEs.ln 
the 1994  Call for  AppliCations  UETPs submitted 182 applications to  organise some 
1,631  short courses (an average of 9 courses per UETP).  The 182  projects accepted 
under this Strand will enable 675 training courses to be organi~. 
2.4.4  At the beginning of COMEIT £1,  28 Pilot Projects were selected for  their exemplary 
nature and  potential  impact on technology  training  in  Europe.  These  large-scale. 
projects have one or more of the following four characteristics: they address skills and 
qualification. needs  in  specific  technology  sectors  at  European  level,  they  aim.  to 
develop close a.p.d lasting cOoperation between industry and university, they fcicus' on 
appropriate industrial·.training programmes for SMEs, finally, they are truly 'transfer 
projects', in that they focus on the transfer of qualifjcations, skills, and methodologies  . 
. The Pilot Projects are supported by the Community for a period of three to four years 
to  the  amount of  SOO,OC<>  ECU  each (at least  the  same amount is  contributed by · 
partners). Some of the projects were funded .for three years while others were funded 
for four.  This meant that in 1994,  25  Pilot Projects  were still in operation.,A list of 
Pilot Projects is  provided in Annex 2. ·- 10- .. 
.  2.5  Complementary measures <S.trand D) 
This .fourth Strand  c~mprises: a  range of. promoti~n.  ev~luatiori and ba(J<-up  me~sures. The 
dedsio;n to inviteUETPs to subritit complement.lry projects in 1994,as had t>een done in 1993, was 
based on technical and strategic objectiv~:  .  . 
•  Technical 'objectives: these_are\liilked to  thefact th.lt the.1990 tJETPs  we~e apprOaching the 
.end of their period of core funding as established in: ·the Council Decision of December 16 
. 1988.1t was not po~ible,  therefore~ to continue the direct funding of  the 1990 YETi's through. 
the  European Nenvork  strand of  the.  programme,  and  yet  it  was  stro'ngly  felt  by  the 
Commission ~nd the, COMPTI Committee that ~e  UETPs still.needed further support. The 
. most appropriate means available was .to  introduce the  op~on of applications for  funding 
under COME'IT Complementary Measures for the 1990 UETPs undet the 1993 and 1994 Calls.  .  .  .  -...  .  '  ·,. 
•  Strategic 
10bjective5: these are based ·on several consid~rations:. 
'/~-
..  substantial.  socio-economic a~d technological developn:-entS in Europe since C~ME'IT  u. 
was 'origi~y  .devised, which haie affected the climate for cooperation betw~  ·  fligher 
.  ~ucation  and enterprise;  .. 
...  ·  ea~~ UETP.ha5 deyeloPeq its own dynamic ~d  pr6spects and has become amicrocos~ 
. of university • ent~rise  cooperation with different  :speci.fjc priorities' and needs; .  ·  ·  · 
...  the need to encourage the UETPs to  prepar~ longer term strategies deSigned to enhance . 
their  potential  role  iJ\  .the  next  phase  of.higher education  - enterprise. cooperation. 
programmes at Community level'in.the·pericX:lt995 - 99,  as  well  as  at n.,;tional. and-
r~orial'levels~  ·  · 
The eligible UETPs we~  asked to propose projects whiCh were complementary to the'  aims of th~ 
.  COMETI programme in  general, and which .would perrn.it the.UETPs to ~evelop  ~d  extend their. 
· institutional .role as interfaces between higher education and  ~nterprise ih  the specific sectoral  . 
and/or reSio'naJ eontext in vvhich they work..  .  .  .  . 
UETP strategic models have two dirriensions. The first dimension comprises general declarati.ons· · 
. of UETP values and objectives. These tend_to be closely linked to  th~ original goals and astiviti~ 
of the COMEIT programme. The. seeond dimens,ion focu5es.on :uETP involvement i.ri irutia.tives 
which are  ~bstantially different from th~se of COME'IT il. This-tendency is·common:·in the more 
advanced models of UETP strategic planrung and  w~ere UETPs ~re clearly working in a range o( 
acti\iities.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
It is ~mmon  for indi~d~~ UETP strategic models to. coritain eiements fromboth.dirnetiSions  . 
. Typically, this would comprise a basic mission statement which focuses on COMEIT issues~ and 
. a longer term strategic activity plan which includes a number of initiatives which go beyond the 
objectives of the COMEIT programme.  ·  · 
·,  ' 
·  ....... 
I. 
, ........ - l1 -
I  General UETP ·strategies - UETP missions 
Actions and· strategies  Projects 
•' 
•  Support for overall COMETI objectives  •  Compass (OK) conference on personnel 
exchanges or Batech (D will st;udy UETP 
•  raise awareness of the COMETI programme  models and practice regarding the trainif\g of 
· . trainers 
'  ..  Marketing of UETPs and the COMETI 
programme; adopt a marketing strategy  •  Deus (DK) conference on distanc.e learning or 
facilitating links between higher education 
the Viking, (N) Forum on lifelong learning in 
•  industry  . 
institutions and enterprise, their prospective 
UETP Danube (A)  marketing model of  role in issues regarding training ft;>r  • 
technology, the European dimension, skills  c()()peration between key actors in the region 
needs and the development of innovative 
training curricula and qualifications, and the  •  ·ru,robuild (5) and BAP .<D>  will design a guide 
contribution they may make to the  ·  to the settingup and management of 
· development of appropriate miining tools·  COMETI-t}rPe courses. 
•  consolidation of the UETP network, .on botJ, a  •  UETP 810 M.E~C. (OK) will construct a 
micro and macro level  COMETI stand to be used for promotion of 
1. 
,•  the programme during meetings and trade 
•  evaluati~n of the impact of the COMETr  fairs 
programme in the region or sector 
rrs'  (UK) will set up a series of sub-networkS  • 
•  development of COMETI quality standards ,  in the local region through which the 
coordination of university-enterprise links may 
•  Development of virtuous circles, such as:  ~  more effi~ently managed 
- marketing uetp seryices to enterprises to  •  UETP Southern Sweden (S)  will set up 
encourage their act'ive involvement. in  ·  regional sub-offices within Swederi to 
development projects;  'represent the region better and attract more· 
- '  partners.'. 
•' - carrying out training needs analysis in the 
ent~rprises;  •  in 1993, Italian UETPs "both sectoral an~  -
offering the neeessary training and 
regional - pooled their projects to develop a 
- national network called Programma FuturO 
· mobilityopportunities to resolve the  '• 
defined needs;  •  ADEIT (E) and Action  Line (GR)  will develop 
monitoring follow-up activities 
a TQM guid_e for UET?s 
-
•  Zuid NL,  Artiste will deliver a comparative 
training needs analysis 
•  Target (UK) intends to carry out training 
needs analysis in the medical sector as a result 
of which hospital employees Will be given 
personalised training paths. The UETP would 
'  then play a leading role ion the organisation 
of the training activities 
.. 
UETP Mid West (IRL); an accreqited promoter  • 
' 
of EU regional development projects, will 
launch a fee paying service for its 
' 
/  clients/partners as they promote ·EU  funded 
projects. ,-"r 
. ''I 
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... ~  Derielojnnents and _results in -1994 
2.5.2  A  tOtal  of 144. UETPs  submitted  ~pplications,..for Strand  D.  Of 207  sub.projeets 
submitted,  170  were  successful  and were  awarded ·  fina~ci.il  supJ>9rt  from  the . 
. Commission;· As a result of the selection procedures, contr<:3cts for a total of  2,721,650 
'·ECU were issued to UETPs·~nder Strand.·D.  · 
2.6·  .. Added ·value' of COMET!," · 
,  The COMETT pr~gratrirn~  luis. developed a  ~alanced nehvork of coope~ation between ~ni~ers~ties 
and industry, proViding· vital 'links  throughout Europe. Many new· cooperation axes  are now 
actively  contributing. to  the  economic  and  social  well~being of  the 'Cornrriunity.  NtimE;!rous· · · 
'exchanges. o( students and personnel have been organised between countries which had never 
exchanged students or sta.ff. Without COMETT support arid the COMETT UETP network.these 
exchariges _woUld  never have taken plaee.  Wo~king-tt>wards a better understanding of' national  -
..  concerns in stUdEmt'- placemen~;  and continuing education, COMETI has contributed towards a 
· deeper integration of the European Community.  .  .  .  .  . 
In ceci¥n couf!tries and regions.COMETT has ~n  something. ~fa catalyst in  the ..  conti~~g· 
training _market. In others, COMETT has  eontribti~ed to the enrichment, transparency a11d quality 
: of advanced technology courses. Without COMETT .s_upport, many universities would nqt have · 
· been able -to  invest' in Continuing Education Training (CET) ·programmes.  ·  · 
~  !/  '  J  •  • 
COMETI projects provide feed~ck to .local· _education  syste~, thereby imprqving the existil)g ·. 
curricula~  For many  universities,  COMEIT  ha.S  been  ·the  fj.rst  experience  with  a  European 
prOgramme~ In addition, cqMETT-has con;tributed to reflections andinsight:S on structtiral_and  ·. 
management issues in· these institutions.  ·  ·  · .  ·  · - ,  · .'  .  ·  .·  .  · ·· 
.  .  '  '  ' 
COMETr has given speoal attention to regional development through the creation of a very active 
univer~ty-enterprise trairiingpaitnership netWork Within the Corr\munity, and more reCently the . 
·EFTA  co\mtries  .. The  COMETT  programme .,incorporates· a  significant  number  of pfojects 
spedfically designed,-_to ·tr<lnSfer knowledge and  skills  from .the  more developed ·areas ·of. the .. 
Community to le5sad~antaged regions. While such projectS exist in.all Strands anp sectors, they- · 
.are particularly important for indusgies in the-less developed  regio~s.  - · 
'  2.7  COMErr  regio~l  profil~s 
... 
As part of the fina.J. evci.luation of the prograrr\me, the Corrlmi~siori is  p~p.iring an updated series 
of regional profiles to outline the development Of the regional dimension ofCOMETT .throughout 
the  lifespan of the.progra.rlune. '.  ·  . _ ·-.  · 
1 
...  ,  ·  •  ·  ·  _.  •  •  ,  :  :  •  •  ·  •  • 
DeScribing the major featUres o(the COtviETI p'rogramme in. each region;/ the  profiles seek to 
identify the impact which. the programme has had on  these re8ions of  ·Europe~ A  total  of 121 
COMETI regionat ·profiles ·.are. being ·prepared. for  all  19  countries  which  partidpate in  the 
. COMETI programrne~  ·  '  ·  '  · 
.:z.s· Budget . 
According  to. Article 4 ·of· the  Dedsion of  the c.ou_ndl of. 16 .December  1988,. ihe  budget for' 
· COMETI II (1990  ~ 1994) is 200 MECU; in addition there is·the contribution of the EFT A countries· 
amounting to 30 MECU; these two ·amounts together will cover ;JJ  the actiVities. financed  under 
the four Strands of the programme:·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
\,  ; .  i 
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, It is worth noting.that each year the budget requested by applications is approximately ten tim.es 
higher than the budget availabl~, clear evidence of industry's interest in training activities.  ·  · 
A total budget of 29.71  MECU  was·ea:tmarked  for  the 'projects sele<:ted  in 1994.  Funding w.as 
shared out as follows: 18.95 MECU for student placements, 1.76 MECU for personnel exchanges, 
6.28 MECU for short courses and 2.72 MECU for complementary measures. Taking into account 
projects selected in earlier years which are still active (10.4  MECU),  the European Community 
· granted a budget of 40.11  MECU to technology training Within  the framework of the COMETI 
programme in 1994..  ·· 
1994 budget, including EFTA countries (MECU)  .  .  ' 
1994 allocation  Allocation for contracts  - launched in earlier 
years 
UETP support  2.05 
(Strand A)  ' 
Student placements  18.95 
(Strand Ba) 
Personnel exchanges  1.76 
(Strand Be) 
Short courses  6.28 
(Strand Ca)  -
- Training materials  6.75 
(Strand Cb) 
Pilot Projects  1.6 
(Strand Cc)  . 
Complementary  2.72 
measures 
·(Strand D) 
Total  29.71  10.4 
I  • ,. 
'\ 
·III. PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT 
.  ' 
3.1  1994 selection 
.. 
In -1994 ·the' Call for Applications was restri~ed to  UE'I:Ps :finanted by the COME IT prograrnine 
and the ~lection pro<:ess  was identical to .that used in previous years:  ·  ·  · 
'  '/  '  '  '  1 
•. · First came theini~al as$es~ment of  applic~tions by·  th~ Corrultission  .. with the sup}?ort of the 
COMETT Technical Assistance Office.  All  ineligible app~ications were remov~  at this early.  ·· 
stage (ineligibility, forexample; due to the non~transnational nature of the pro~  or the lack 
of a uJiiversity- industry partnership), and the ground was prepared for· the later stages of 
the selection process.  ·  ·  \ .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
•  ihe·ai.teria u~  for  the s~ectic::m of ,prt?.jects. were in accordance ,;nth  tho~ listed ·in ·the. 
Va<l.erriecum and Application Package. In line wttl'i.the pr~'s  objectives;projects must· 
involve university ·- industry. c00peration  ccinceming  post-secondary  level  training  in 
· technolosr _ilnd  its application  .. :.  ..  ·  · 
•  The  next  concern  was that of coherence  With  other Commwtity· prograinme5,  both those·. 
relating to the Framework Programme ofResearch,andDevelop~nt  as well as·thosedi,rected · 
to¥.iards specific seetors, such a5  thestrat~c  progra.mnle in favour. of $MEs. The Comrininity. 
programmeS  with  whi~h COrvfETI. has  established  close  links  are  DELTA1,  ERASMUS2;": 
FORCE3,  EUROTECNET4,  LINGUA5,  and TEMPUS6 •. 
•  The projects were then assessed by the COMETI Experts Group, a group of independimt' 
experts from universitieS an~ industry. The EXperts Group met for this purpose on· February 
141994.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  - .  .  . ,.  . 
'  The  pro~sed draft list of accepted projects wa~  sub~tted to the. CO~ETT  Co~ttee  and: 
the COMETT EFfA Joint Committees on March 16 1994. In this process,as provided for  in 
the  COMETt: Decision;.  specific .. 3J;rangements· were  made  to  ~rmit discussion  by  the· 
Committee of prqjects for  which a <::ommunity contribution of more than 100,0CO  ECU was  · 
proposed.  .  .  .  _, 
•  Taking into account the opinions· expressed by the COM::ETI Committee and the COME1T 
EFTAJoint Committ~s, the Commission decided upon a  final list of projects for Community . 
.  Sl,lpport..  .  .  ~  I 
'•  i 
· 1  DELTA- Developing European Learni!tg through TeChnological Advance.  Council  Decision 8:8/417'/EEC, OJ  No. 
· . 'L 206, 30.7.1 ~88~ p20.  ·  .  .  .  . 
·' 
z  ERASMUS  - Elir~pean Community  Action  -Sch~e fqr  the  Mobility  of  University  Stud~ts, Council  DeciSion 
87/327  ~EEC, OJ  No: Ll66, 25:6.1987,  p20.24'.  ,  ..  .  .  . 
.  FORcE -.Community Action  Progra.L~mie for  the 0evelop!:!lent of C~ntiiluing  Vocatio~al-Tram'ing·in the _European  ..  .  .  \ 
Community, 90/267/EEC, OJ No. L 1_56/l, 2L6.1990.  .  ·  ,  ·  . .  . ·_  .  ..  ·  _.  ·  . 
·EUROTECNET- Community wide network of demonstration projects in the field of New lnformation Technologies· 
and V~tional  Tr~g.  COM (85)  167 rmaL  .  .  . 
. LINGUA -.Community Action Pro~e  to p;omote Foreign LangUage Competence m  the, European Community. 
·  Council Decision 89/489/EEC, OJ  Nq: L239/24, 28 July 1989.  .  .  .  •  '  .  .  '  '  •  '  '  ~.  '•  1  •  .  '  '  • 
TEMPUS - T  ranseuropean mobility scheme for. universitystudies. Council Decisio,n 90/233/  EEC,. OJ N<:>.  L 131/21,7, 
-~  .M_ay  1990. .  .  · 
I' I. 
.  ' 
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3.2  COMETT Committee and EC-EFfA Joint Committees 
I. 
.  .  . 
3.2.1  the COMETI programme has developed in close collaboration with the. COMETI 
Committee  .. The  role  of  the  Committee  is  to. assist  the  Commission  in  the 
implementation  of the /COMETI ·programme  ..  The  Committee  consists· of  two·  . 
representatives from each Member State on the basis of nominations made by the  . 
Member States as well as two representatives of the social partners as observers. The  · 
Commission chairs the Committee and provides the secretariat..  · 
•  >  ·,' 
3.2.2  The  Commission  may  consult  the  Comlnittee  on  any  matter  concerning  the · 
implementation  ~f the  COMETI· programme.  The  Committee  delivers  opinions, 
particularly on the general guidelines governing the COMETTprograrnme, the general 
guidelines' for  financial  assistance to  be provided  by the Community,  the  project 
selection procedure, and any measures which require a Communitycontribution of 
more than· 100,000 ECU.  ·  ·  · 
3.2.3  Since the launch of CO  MElT II, the EFT A countries have participated in the COMETI 
progran:Une,  and  Joint  Committees  were ·established  between  the  European 
·Community and each EFTA country.  · 
3.2.4  The COMFIT Committee met formally on two occasions (16- 17 March 1994 and 9 
November 1994). The EC-EFr  A Joint Coriunittees met on 28  April 1993 ~d  15 July 
1993. 
A list of  the .members of the COMETI Committee and the EFTA Joint Committees· is given 
in  Annex 4.  ·  ·  ·  · 
3.3  COMEIT Information Ce~tres 
3.3.1  To facilitate and promote the dissemination of information about CO.MEIT, national 
Iruorrnation  Centres  were  establish~ within  each  Member  State. and,  from  the 
beginning of COMETI II,  also  in  the  EFTA  countries. The precise organisational 
location of each Information Centre.and detailed work progran'une vary from country 
tci country accordi·ng to individual needs a~d  circ:umStances. The Informa~on  Centres' 
main  tasks  are  to  respond  to  information · queries  concerning  the  COMETI 
pr~e,  ~pecially on projects led by' organisations within  th~r country and to 
produce i.nformation material (brochures, newsletters, etc). The Information Centres 
put particular emphasis on providing information for enterprises.-They also organise 
information days, workshops and press· conferences, to assist with the preparation {)f 
new applications and to d'sseminatfiCOMETI project outputs;Finally, in cooperation 
with  the  UETPs,  Information  Centres  proVide  assistance  for  COMETI  project 
promoters  within  their  country,  including  assistance  with  finding  partn~ and 
disseminating project outputs from other countries.  · 
'  '  .  . 
3.3.2  .  The C()mmis5ion provides financial support towards the costs of activitieS undertaken 
by -the  Information Centres. In addition, the Commission supplies various forms of 
documentatio11, services and promotional material for use by buormation Centres. A 
list of COMETI Info~tion  Centres is given 'in Annex 5. 
3.4  COMEIT Experts 
. · 3.4.1  Following the Council  ~isioni the C()inmission established the COMETT Experts 
Group as an additional s6urce of specialist technical advice and expertiSe. Members 
of  the  Group  are  apf>?inted  by,  the  Commission  on  the  basis  of  their personal ·--, 
\  -
3.4Z 
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knowledge of a  partl~lar ~echnicaJ area or sector related -to  the .work of COMETT.-
The breadth of· meinbership .is  such  that 'there  is  at  least  one  Expert  from  each-
. participating country, ensurin-g awareness of the level of technology  exploi~tion in· 
all of these countries. A meeting of the ExpertS was held  ~n -14  February 1994;  the 
main objective of the meeting being. to  examine .project proposals  received by the 
Commissi~n under the 1994 _Call _for  Applications  •. Their developing role in project 
·monitoring as well as their technical advice helped to ensure_ that the Corrimission was 
able to seleetthe mcist appropriaterange.of projects to achieve COMETT _objectives.  • 
J'roject Advisers.  .  . 
'Because of th_e  exe~pl~  nature and large  seale of- the Pilot PTbjects  (which  wer~ 
accepted in 1990) Project Advisers were assigned to work-, wit~ every Pilot Project., 
during the _lifespan of the project.  In  this  way, a  tripartite relationship developed 
between the project coordinator, _the <::OMETT project officer and the project adviser. 
The process has proved very benE!fidal inassuring the good developmen_t of the Pilot 
ProjectS.  · ·- _  - '  _ , _ ·  ·  - - - _  - _ 
3.5  Tequtical support 
_ 35.1  The  Co~sion  is assisted  in  the  operational  implementation  of the  COMETT 
prograinme  by .the  COMETT  TechpicaJ  Assistance  Office,  a  non-profit, making-
organi5ation with which appropriate contractual arrangements have been ~de. 
3.6  Collaboration with other Coriununity programmes· 
3.6.1 .  An. important .aspect of COMETT  is  the-potential- it  has  for -synergy with  other  / 
Cominuru_ty programmes. CO:METI-complementS the strategic Community approaCh _ 
in R&D and innovation: by contributing towards the development of highly qualified  _ 
manP<>wer  neceSsary  for' _-the  -development,  transfer  ~d exploitation  of  new 
technologies~ Oose consultation has been established both in the selection of projects 
-and also the on-going monitoring and development of the-COMElT p~ogramme. 
COMETT_, projects  have  al5o  established :links  between  organisations  active in a 
nurilber of Commission R&D  programmes. There is  a:  clpse link between COMETT 
-~d  DELTA  in view of. the complementary objectives of the _two  programmes in the 
field _of technoiogy,support for  edu~ation and .training. 
.  - - -.  .  .  .  .  '  - .  - -
In 1994~ at a  practical level, .COMETT /DELTA links included cooperation .between the _ 
. tWo  programmes with regard to COMETI Pilot Projects w,hich have close liilks With  . 
. current  DELTA  projects  su01  as,· COSTEL  .<COME1J)  and. COSYS  (DELTA), 
. DEDICATED. (both. DELTA  and  COMETD,  MTS  (DELTA}  with  ECOAUDIT 
. (COMETD;osCAR(DELTA) with AERONAUTICS(COMETD andJANUS'(DELTA). 
With EMBA (COMETT).  . 
Cooreration between ·unit'E ofDG XIII!  responsi_bleforJnionnatic;~ Market:Policy 
ACfion (IMPAtn, DG XXII and UETPs continued in 1994. Following a meeting in 
.. Septemt>er  1993 betWeen  representatives of ,i::MPACT,  DG  XXII-and a· ntirnber  of-
. COMETT UETPs,  it was agreed  that ten UETPs  should organise coUrses in  1994: 
-Aimed  at information  intermediaries,  the  rourses  on the  provision  of electronic.· 
·  information were attended by representativeS from Chambers of Commerce, bus_iness 
associations, regional agendes, trade ·associations, etc. In  1994- ten courses were held 
in seven countries .(Spain~ France~Jtaly, Greece,  OK,  lre~and and Germany) and in 
1995 courses will- be organised in eight rountries,  in~luding A  us~, Fmland and 
. Portugal. 
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·  3.6.2  COMETI complements  the· activities ·of  the  ERASMUS  programme as. far  as  the 
mobility  of  university  students  is  concerned.  It  also  complements  FORCE,. the 
·programme  for  the  development  of  continuing  vocational  training,  and  the 
EUROTECNET  programme for  bask vOca.tional  training for. the  new infonnation . 
technologies. Links also exist with the LINGUA and TEMPUS programmes .. 
3.6.3.  The ERASMUS. programme was adopted by the Council in June 1987 to  promote 
inter-university cooperation and in particular to increase substantially th~ number of 
university students carrying out a period of integrated study in another Member State. 
Although there are a  number of important differences between the specific aims, 
objectives and actions of the ·two programmes, both COMETT and ERASMUS share. 
the common aim of encou~ging students to spend periods of reeognised education 
and training in other Member States. The TEMPUS  programme~ which is  designed 
specifically  to - promote  the  development  of  higher  educatioQ  systems  -and 
transeuropean mobility in the countries of Central/Eastern Europe, was adopted on 
7 May 1990 by the Council of Ministers:"Close links have been established to ensure 
coordination of the overall implementation and monitoring of the _three programmes. ·IV~·EVALUATION 
4.1  Background t_o  the COMETI Il  evaluation exercise 
As sta~  in Artide 6 of the Council Decision for COMETI 11: "By 30fune I  995 the Cqrrl1?1ission sba/1 
submit to t~  Counal,the European Parliament and the  EC011017;ic and Social Comm,ittee a final  evalUJltion 
report on  the  experienee and  results of COMEIT II haVing  regard  to  the programme objectives set and 
defined in Article 3. To that end, the Commission shall invite the Member States to present a contribution. 
describing the national metZSures  taken to implement COMEIT II:"  ·  ·  · 
· Apart· from the legal obligati<:m laid down in  the Council Oecision, the Commission wisheS  to 
<;.arry out a broader  evaluation exerciSe So  that current lessons and' experience might be drawri 
upon tO  manage the future· more effectively. _A  number of the key factors·  in  the -creation of 
COMETI are: (1) the matching' of the qualification§.Jlffe~ by the_ various types ofeducational 
system to the .skill needs of industry; (2) the n~:  to  imp~ove the structure of _the  technology 
transfer  mechanisms  between  research  and  industry  to  enltance  the competitiveness of· EU 
enterprises; and (3) the need to redefine univ;rsity - industry dialogUe mechartisms. 
As  COMETI II. draws  to  a~ end~ the achievementS  ~f:the programme ·Will  be  evaluated. ln 
' addition to focusing on what the programme has achieved, the evalu~tion will also consider how 
·results  have  been  achieved,  what  benefits. have  been  generated  for  university  - enterprise... 
cooperation, and inwhichsontexts such cooperation is successful. The objective of the·exerdseis 
.  ,_  for all European organisations - from· the Commission to nationaJ authorities, to universities and. 
enterprises a.cross Europe- to benefit from the experience of the COMETr programri-te so they can .  - , 
apply the less<?ns  learned to .future programmes and activities. Although COMETI is colitingto  · 
an end, univerSity - enterprise cooperatjon remains a key strategy for the future development of 
the European  Union.  The.  ways in. which·  the_  COMETf programme and. i_ts  proiTloters  have 
successfully met· the challenges of crea.ting and perfed:Q'lg  transnation.il university  ~ enterprise 
cooperation must be. made available to a broad European audience.  .  · .  ..  . .. 
.  .  ·. 
Theev~uation will ?e struc.tuTed along three axe-S: 
•  on an institutional'level, national  i~thorities will conduct a  review of national experience with 
regard. to the impact Of  th~ progranune wit~  e·ach  participating country;  ·  · 
'.  on a technicanevel, ~-number  of highly focused reports will analyse the development of the  . 
programme according to .  its  four Strands.  Based ~n the  tmal  reports of promoters, these 
technical reports are bemg produced-by the Task. Force. wi.th  the assistance of the TechnicaL 
As,sistance Office.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  '  ·  · 
•  from  a  horizontal  perspective,. a  number of  key  issues  are  being anaiyrro  to  evMuate 
COMEITs contribution  to  the  broader context  of European  policy  and development in 
education and training. To ensure that the reports reflect day-to-day reality, they are· mainly 
... being produced )::iy external contiibutors.  - .·  .  .·  ·  •.  ·.  .  ··  ·  :  ,  '  · . 
. '4.2  Contribution of '-rembet States and EFTA countries 
' 
FolloWing -discussio~ in  the  COMETI:  Committee  concerning  Article  6  of the  COMETI U 
. Dedsi.on, the participating countries have conducted a review of national experience with regard 
. ·.  to.specific issues. concerning more directly 'the national impact of COMETI. and the relationship' . 
of COMETI actions to natiol).al/regional programmes (past, pre5ent and future).  .  ·  ·  r - 19 -
Each  participa-ting country has launched and  managed· .its own evaluation. Th~ contents of the 
. national evaluations focus on the following key issues:  · 
•  To w~t  exte~t has the COMETiprogramme been instrumental in stimulating the debate Qn 
university- enterprise collaboration,in their country?  · 
•  What contribution have regional and sectoral UETP networks made in relation to training and 
technology issues in each country and its regions? 
•  Have  the  mobility  actions  undertaken  through  COMETI  contributed  to  innovation  in 
university- enterprise cooperation in each country? 
•  . Has  .the · COMEIT  programme  been  reSponsible  for  generating ·innovative  models  of 
collaboration in training course development in each country? 
4~ Presentation of other evaluation activities launched by the Commission 
Two activities have been launched: 
•  an ·inteni.al _study, on the basis of the Final Reports submitted by projects; 
•  an external study, for  which a  certain number of people are analysing the impact of the 
COMETT programme on specific themes.·  ·  ·  .  ~ 
4.3.1  Internal contribution 
The Commission, with the support of the Technical Assistance Office, has prepared qualitativ-e 
and quantitative reports  highlighting  the  development and  achievements  of each  of the 
Strands of the programme.  .  .  . 
These studies  n~ly primarily on analysis of the Final Reports on activities from each Strand 
which rave already been submitted by the project contractors and coordinators for the period 
1990- 1993. Using the information contained in the Ftnal Reports which have been sent to the. 
· Technical Assistance Office, the studies also comprise estimated forecasts of the achievements 
of the programme over the entire 5 years of the programme  1990 - 1994. 
The studies aim· to identitY and discuss  the key issues which have devel~ped during the 
implementation of the projects and· to make recommendations based  on the experience of 
COMETT  for  future  programmes -which  focus  on  university  .,.  enterprise  cooperation, 
partner.:;hips, joint mobility and joint l:raining. 
The common structure of the reports is the following: 
•  Presentation of the objectives of the Strand 
•  Quantitative analysis of the achievements 
•  Qualitative analysis of the adlievements 
•  Recommendations for future programmes. 
The following reports have been/are~being prepared: 
St-ra·nd  A  - Networks  and  Europeun  training  partnerships  - COMEIT  UETPs,  realities  and 
perspectives 
Strand B - COMEIT joint Mobility Report 
..  Strand  Ba  Report - Tran.snational student placements iu  Europerm_ entbprises 
•  Strand  Bb Report - Advanced training placements 
•  Strand  Be Report - Transnational  personnel exchanges - 20-
Strand  C - JOint  Training  Report  .  . . 
. ·  .  - .  - .  ' 
•'  Strand Ca  Report - Shor_t  training  ~rses _ 
•  - Strands Cb and Cc  Report  ~ Joint  training and pilot projects 
'  ,- '-
Strand D Report - Strategies for industry ·_  university c6operation. 
The·  cu:iTent COMETI evaluation exer~ise also comprise$ a  n~ber  of studie_s  prepa-red. by. the 
:Commission with the support of the  Technical Assistance Office  which. focus on cet:tain  key 
hodzontal issues raised by the pf9gramme. 
.  '  .  .  ·<I·. 
SMEs in COMEIT  · 
A sectoral.averoiew of CO¥EIT 
Linking R&.D and  Edu~tion- the COMEIT experience 
Na~l  Profiles·  · 
COME'JT Stiltistics 
COMEIT Success  Stories 
· 4.3.2. ·  Extunal p:mtributions 
To ensure a  full and balanced  .evaluatlo~ of the' progr-amme; .a  nUmber of studies will  be 
carried out by groups of ex'temal experts on' specific isS1Jes  regarding the challenges anc:t". 
-achievements ·of the COMETI programme. The following studies have been launched:  :  -
.  ~  .  . 
.  . 
o .  Cr~tirig and developing successful  university~enterpn"se partnerships.  _ 
o  University  - enterprise  cOOperation  and  the  devellpment  of  new  approaches  to  Continuing 
EduCtztion arui.Training (CIT)  .  .  .  .  .  .  __  -
o  Manwil·of Good Practice in anizlyse5  to· detect and monitor skills needs  and shortages 
o  Joint Cooperation COMETT IMPACT  .  . 
o  COMEIT Mobility- its organisation, obstacles and solutiOns · 
o  . Seftorql  Study- Aeronautics  · 
o  lmp2ct Of .COMEIT on SMEs · 
o  . Regi6nal  I1!1]Xld  of the COMETT jTrogramrrie 
The above-mention~ evaluation dOCuments  ~11 be completed by ;pring ~995  .. 
4.4  Conferences· 
.4.4.1  - ·  Q~alifikationsinesse~ 'Ha.rlno_ver, September 27- 30 1994 
The COMETI and FORCE  prograrrim~ shared a  stand at the- fir~t ever _vocatiqnal. 
training fair held' in Hannover Septemb€r.27:.. 30 1994.ln total, eight train_ing projects 
·exhibited their outputs, four from COMETI.  and four from FORCE  .. The technology 
,·- areas  represented by the COMETI  p~ojects were  prin_ting  technology; _qpen  and 
distance. learning; production, planrung and control systems; and qucility assurance in 
me<iical technology.  _  · ·  · 
4.4.2.  COMETI'- evaluation and lessons for the future; Bonn, December 12- 13 1994_ 
• Organised by the .Commissio~ and the German Pi~idency, the last conferen¢ of.  the 
.  ·  COMETI progranune attracted some_ 350 participants. Entitled COMEIT_- evaluation  . 
·and lessons fvr the furnre,  the  conferenc~ focuSed on the past, present and  futu~  of 
industry -·university -cOQperaton  in Europe. -Throughout  the :_two-day  conferenc~ 
delegateS ron.Sidered  th~ contribution COMETI has inade to  industry - university 
'•  .  .  '  .  -- 21  -/L. /_; 
collaboration, transnational cooperation, mobility, technology transfer, and continuil)g 
education and training in Europe. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In-its last year of operation, the programme has ~onsolidated. its extensiv.e network of university-
industry  cooperation  providing  vital  links  throughout  Europe.  COMETT  has  continued  1:0 
contribute to the enrichment, transparency and quality of advanced technology training. In 1994 
COMETT UETPs have been actively engaged in preparing for the new Community programmes 
in education and training and should be well placed to participate fully in.the next generation of 
Community initiatives.  · 
...  .. '· 
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COMETf Pilot Projects 
D "3/ 
- . .  - ' 
COMETr Pilot Proje~ 
EVROFORM - Centre e·uropeen de didadiq'ue du secte~r miaoelectronique et des"-technologies 
associ~es. (F)  .  .  ·  .  . 
=The purpo?e of  this project is to create a European centre for education in microeleCtronics and' 
related  ted\nologies, consisting of a resource cen~, an education cen_tre for training and a 
· data bank on courses available throughout Europe.  ·  · 
AMADIS- Development of advanced tr~g  activities_andeducatio~al software in  c(u;npu.ta~onal. 
engineering. (E)  .  · 
·  . The objective of this project is  to iinprove the.leyel'()f in5tri.Iction and p-aining_ofE~ropeari 
·.engineers, students  and  academic  staff,  in the  theory  and application  of c:omputational 
· mechanics for the 'solution of engineering probl~rns.  · 
A  TI.ANTICA. (F)  . 
The prinCipal  aim of  this  project  is  the develGpment  of tTaining  methodologies  for  the 
.European Atlantic.r~ons, on _the  basis of transnational cooperationjn adapted technology. 
training, productivity and diffusioli' mechanis~.  ·  ·  ·  · 
BIT - Biotechnology in Training. (UI<~  .  . 
This -project aims at devel()ping arid  harmonising· education and  training in  the  field  of' 
biotechnology,  throug~  laoor:atory-ba~ed  short  courses  and  cornplementary  multi-media· 
distance learning.  ·  ·  ·  · 
IN#TEL#EC - iN:tegrated rnecomlnunications  traiclng for the European CommUnity. (P) 
The goal of this projeCt is td meet skill and training deficits for telecomrnimication technicians 
through multimedia trairung modUles, and devise and pJJblish a European syllabus for  the  ·· 
establishment of common standaids for training./  · 
AJ'ECE - Advan~ed production Engineering Continued Educatic:n~. (N) ·  . 
.  . Theobjectiv_e is to develop and dis~miriate a continuing education progr.unrne for distance 
learning in  production engineering for  the mecharucal and eleC:trote<:hnical  industry,_ using  · 
modular courses.  ·  · 
/ 
):SDEP-: European Steel Design Educ~tion·Pro~amme. (UK)..  . 
·..  Th..l.s. project will result in a complete, flexible a:nd  cost effective progi-ari'une_of educatiorial · 
material for  the training of students and retr~.i'ning of existing enigneers in steel design and 
construction.  .  .  . .  .. 
.  . 
'  .  ' 
QAMT - QuaiWitssicherung Medizintechnik (D)  .  . 
To meet the. demands _in  the qu3lity_assurance in the field of  medical ~hnology, this project 
will elaborate education ,and qualification courses and materials.· It hopes to establish a large 
network. of university-i_ndustry cooperati()n.  · 
ESA VS - E~opean  school for postgraduate veterinazy training and continuing education. (0) . 
- The main objective of this project is to create postgraduate courses, including distance learning ..  · 
systems, leading to  Europe-Wide accredited diplomas in. a11  fields of advanced  v~terinary 
science. 
EMBA- Management of technology 'in· a European enviro~ent. (NL)  .. 
. The goal of this project is to establisha European network for the production, distribution and. · 
delivery of distance learning course m<:x:fules dealing with the management a·f technology in 
· a European environment...  ·  · ···~  ............. 
BIOMERIT - Increased innovation and industrial development in the European agro-food sector 
through biotechnology exploitation. (IRL)  .  _ 
This project will  provide training in agro-food biqtechnology in· the areas of Biomolecular 
Engineering  and  Bioprocessing.  It  develops  methods  for  the  identification  of  spoilage 
pathogenic microorganisms in food systems.  · 
EUROPIC (NL) ·  . 
The project deals with the European development of postsecondary training of students and  -
trainers in Integrated CirCuit fabrication techniques. The developed material will be exploited 
by the training institutes and the IC-industry.  · 
EUROHOT - Design, development. evaluation and ,dissemination of an ~pen, flexible, distance 
learning scheme  of advanced  technical  training  for  __ the  European  highway construction  and 
maintenance iridustry.(IRL)  .  . , . 
The objedive of this· project is to economically de!!!_er, through self-extension, an open, flexib~e 
multimedia.scheme of. ad_vanced technical training forth~ European highway construction and 
.  mainte~nce  industry.  ' 
.TRITON (GR) 
This  project deyelops  trai~ng material and courses on the  technology for environmental 
protection in water recources management. 
EMOT ~ European m,asters .programme in management of technology.  (UK) 
This project is_ concerned with the development, marketing and dissemination of  post-graduate 
distance leaTning  n'odules in  technology. The modules are part of a  masters  degree for 
students, managers and qualified trainers.  ' 
AMES - Advanced -Miaoelectrohics Educational Service. (B)  .  .  '.  .  ' 
This project will  create a structure using courses, software and satenite broadcas,t,  for  the 
training of designers of .digital microelectrohic·drcuits and systems for particular specialised 
applications (A$IC). ·  · 
AGRO-BIOTECH - Applications of biotechnology in agrieulture and agro-food industrie. (GR) 
. The goal of this project is to create a training infrastructure to help· managers, technicianS and 
university graduates to develop a working knowledge of the applications of biotechnology in 
agriculture and the agro-food industries. -
JESSI- JTIT-JESSlTransnational Technology Training. (D)  .  . 
The main target of this project is  to extend the range of operation of the JESSI-SMI·support 
· project to other c6untries and to  main~in  European competivity in' microelectronics. 
'  ' 
'  ' 
TALAT- Training for Aluminiu~ Application Technologies. (D). 
This project aims at devising, developing and testing training material in the field of advanced 
aluminium application technologies, and at giving the qualifications for European aluminium 
application experts.  ,  · 
COSTEI. - COurse System for TELecomonihicationed training and innovation management (DK) 
.  The aim of this project is to d.evelop and market a course system for training of trainers and 
computer supported cooperati-ve work with on-line support, concerning the use of !=Omputer 
and teleeommunication based· solutions for training. 
E.T. - Education in the transport sector E.T. project (OK) 
The project  aims  at improving· qualifications  in  the  transport sector,  by developing and 
distributing educational courses concerning inform.ltics and telematics relevant for staff in the 
transport sector.  · EUROMOTOR  ~ Training modu·l~s • Innova.tion in motor vehiCle design and m~nufacture. (UK) 
:. To  improve the kilowlectge base of the European motor indl.istry, this  p~oject wil.l  dev~lop . 
high level collaboratiye :training programmes, using modules ·and ·multimed,ia :techniques, in 
. .,·motor v.ehicJe design and ~anufacture. ·  .··  .  .  .  ·  ·•  · •·.  ..  . · ·  ·'.  .. 
.  ·.!'  .·• 
TQC ~ Total Quality Ccintrol in prpduction industry: (5)  . .  .  .  .  . 
'  . 
~1 
. The purpose  of t,his project is to produce and  distribute course modul~  in total quality control  · 
with direct application in management and production for enterpriseS (e5pecially SMEs),  ·  . · · · 
. EUROcHEMOMETRICS- qu~m~metrics, and qualimet:riCs  for the chemical, phanna~eutical and 
agroalimentary industry. (B)..  .  .  .  .  .  ,  .. 
This p~ject concerns industry:-orien.ted training and trans(er of knowledge of c'hemometrics · 
··and qualimetri~s techniques, using introduction and  .integration courses and  ~istance learning 
and multimedia  'techriiqu~;.  ·  .  ·  .  ·  .  :  , :  ..  . ·  .  ·:  ··  ~  ·  ··  .  .  ·  . · · 
ECATA ·European Consortium in Ad.vanced  Training~or· Aeronautics. (F)  .  . 
This project is concerned with the creation of a structure for advanced ed4cation for' engineers, 
.to. improve  cooper.i~on. <Uld·  training  abilities. and  formation  skills  in  managem~nt  .at:td 
technical integration in aeros.pace pr6gram.ines.  ·  ·  . .  ·  ·  · 
PALIO • European standard qualificat:ion ·in  the  desiio- d.eliveqr,· marketing' and  evaluation of 
. .mult:i.Iriedia ope'n learning. (I)  .  ·  .  · .  ·  .  ·  . 
By  using open learning techniques,  the PALlO. project will  implement training actions for 
professional~ involved  in  the. design,  manag~rnent and. evaluation- of. open and  distance , · 
le"~ng  schemes ·and support systems.  · :  ·  · ·  · 
TO  PICE~  CEEC advanced course.s cyCle  1991~1995: (NL) 
By~ desigrung  and·. imp~ementing ·advanced  courses  for  the  development  and  transfer ·of. 
teqinical arid-managerial skills ofdyil engineers, this proj~s increases the. efficieno/ of civil 
engineering and cons~ction  enterpri~>  · 
.  ,:/ 
.·  '_i. 
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COMETT publications 1994 
-' ,. . '  ,' 
~- ·. 
CO~ETI  publications 1994 
· "'  COMErr Compendium of pr9jects 1993/94 (English  and French) 
I  .  .  - . 
.... 
·  ..  ~roviding  . .basic  information  on  all  ·  COMETI  projects,  the  .structure  of· the  i99J/94 .· 
Compendium has.been changed, It no.w dev<;>tes one.page to each UETP with'a brief resume· 
of activities~ contact c;ietails, and a list of 1~93/94 projects by Strand. An inde'x of 1990  ~ 92" 
prqjee~  ,is also _included.  ·  · 
. COMFIT ·Report of Activities 1993 -July 1994 (9  languages); 
·,  1  •  •  •  -
·This dOcilment  represents· the· Annual Rewrt referred  t.o  by the  terms of Article 5 of the, 
Decision of the Council establishing the COM,ETI programme. The ,purpose is  to formally 
record an account,on the progress made in the implementation oUhe COMETI· progritriune· 
in 1993. 
"'  NetWorks and  Eur~peiri .partnerships - COMETr UETPs  :·realities and perspectives  (3 
languages)  · ·  ;  ·  · · ·  ·  · ·  ·  .  ·  ·  ·  , .  . ·  ·  .·.  ·  . '  · ·  - .  . · · . 
A. comprehensive doeument presented in three partS, .the report details UETP activitieS, the 
environment in which they operate, ~nd their contribution to university,. industry cooperation  · 
throughout' Europe.  ·  · ·-
.  . 
"'  COMETf Fla* (English and French).  · 
\ . 
. To keep project promo-ters up to date ylith COMETI~specific issues; the COMETf Aash was · 
introouc~. With the departure of ~he COMEIT Bulletin-and-the arrivaLc; theCommissionis  , . 
Le 'Magazi,ne,  the Flash aims to 'provide operational information and  de~ils of conferences, . 
. publications, e.tc ..  of interest to. COME'IT promoters;·  ·  ·  ,. 
,,....,, 
''··  ' 
.  :,  . 
'  .  ' 
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'  . 
'COMEIT Committee Members · c.',, 
, CO MElT U C:OMMITrEFJCOMrrE COMFIT II 
1 December i994 
·BELGhiM!B ELGIQUE 
Mr,.Andr~ PHIUPPART-
Directeur general  . 
~nseignement Superieur  /Recherche Scientifique  ·· 
Ministere de l'Education, de la Recherche 
et  .de la Formation ·  .  , 
._  · 204 rue Roy(ile,  Arcad~.  D~_.6eme etage 
. B - 1010aRU)q::LLES 
{· 
. ·  ..  oANMARK.-
.  · Ms Birgit LUND 
Brogaardsvej 33 . 
DK - 2820 GENTOFTE · 
Prof; Mogens KUMMEL 
Inst. for Kemiteknik · 
· Danrn.:lrks Tekniske H0jskole 
~ygniJ)g 229.  '.  '  . 
DK - 2800 L  YNGBY 
\..  . ..  ·. ·. 
DEUTsdn.ANo· 
.  .  '  . 
·  ..  Dr. Dieter FICHTNER 
·.  Leiter der  ·unterabteihmg · · 
· · "Rahrnenplanung, Wisserischaftsforderuhg" 
· Bundesministerium  fiir  · Bildung  und 
W issenschaft 
Heinemarl.nstrasse 2  · . 
: D- 53175 BoNN  . 
Frau Erika MULLER-BLAB.· 
·  · Hessisches Ministenum fiir 
Wissenschaft und Kunst 
·  · · •  Rheinstrasse 23-25 ·. 
D- 65185 WIESBADEN 
;  l  .· 
ESPANA 
·'.' 
.  ..-:' 
.  '\ 
D. Jose Rarnon ALV  ARJ:Z REDONDO .  Dna M·A Esther .DELGADO LAIT  A  , _ 
· Ceritro de Informaci6n.COMETT,  · 
~· .. · 
Comision.Intenninisterial de 
la Ciencia y Tenologia · 
, c/.  Rosario Pino, 14-16 planta 6a 
'E - 28020 MADRID  .  . . 
Mr Thmitri  P.APAIAKOVOU · 
Ministry o~ Industry, Energy and Technology 
. Mess<>gion Street 14-18 
.  P.O~Box 14631  . 
GR - 11510 ATHENS :  .  .  '  ''  . 
··'t. 
Escuel.a de Orga~zaci6n Industrial · 
c/ Gregorio del Amo, 6  . 
E- 28040M.ADRID 
ELLAS  .·. 
'  '  .  .  ~  ·..  '  " 
Mr Pavlos CHRYSSANTHAKOPOULOS 
. Ministere de I'Industrie, de l'Energie et 
.de Ia te<:hnologie ·  ·  ·  -
14  Messogion Str.  , . · 
GR~  ATHENES 11510 
_·,' 
'(' 
- .. 
\  .. 
.·  _J FRANCE 
M. Yves VALLAT  Mr Pierre LE OOUARON' ·. 
Chef  du·  Departement  des  Affaires 
EuropeeMes intemationales et fra!"cophones 
pour l'enseignement superieur 
Charge  de · Mission  a  Ia  Delegation  de  Ia 
Formation Professionnelle . 
Mercure I. 
Ministere de l'Enseignement Superieur 
et de Ia  Recherche 
Bid St Gerinain, 173' 
F.- 75007 PARIS 
Mr Brendan FINUC~E 
FORBAIRT 
31, Quai de Grenelle 
F - 75015 PARIS 
IRELAND' 
Prof. Denis I. F.  LUCEY 
Deputy Chairman 
The · Irish  Science  and  Technology  Agency  1-{ig.her Education Authority 
University College  Clasnevin  · 
IRL:..: DUBLIN 9 
Dr. Thorsteinn HELGASON . 
Professor of Engineering 
University of ICeland 
Hjardarhaga 2-6 
IS  - 107 REYI<J A VIK 
Professore Maria 1Amata GARITO 
Ministero dell'Universita e della Ricerca 
sdentifico e tecnologica  · 
Centro Infonnazioni COMETT 
Lungotevere Thaon de Revel, 76 
I- 00196 ROMA 
.  I 
Mr Paul LENERT  · 
Conseiller du Gouvemement 
Minis~re Education Nationale 
et de Ia Jeunesse. 
29, Rue Aldringen 
L - ;2926 'LUXEMBOURG 
IRL- CORK. 
ISLAND 
ITAUA 
. Dr. G. FONT! 
.  Ministero ·  dell'Universita  . e  della  Ricerca 
sdentifica e tecnologica 
L. Tevere T. de Revel, 76 
·y "'00196 ROMA  . 
LUXEMBOURG 
Mr Gilles 50-ILESSER 
Attache. 
LUXINNOV  A TION 
7, Rue Aldde de Gasperi 
L - 1615  LUXE~B,OURG . "··. 
··-
'  . 
:.  NEDERLAND 
Prof  ... Gerrit VOSSERS.  :_ 
HertogenJaan 9  . 
. NL :. 5663 EE  GELDROP . 
.  .  .  .  . 
Prof. ir. H.P$. var:t· LOHUIZ~  . 
Royal Institute of Engineers (KIVI) 
Prinsessegra~t 23  ,  ·  · 
NL ..  2500: GK DEN HAAG' · 
NORGE  . 
Mr. Hans BJER1NES TANGEN 
Federati.on  of  Norwegian  ·Engineering 
Industri~:· \ .  .  ·  -·· 
. .  Mr. Asbje~ ROLSTADAS 
Profes5of.  ·  ..  ....,"'  ·  ·  · 
.• .University of Trondheim, NTH · .· 
N - 7034 TRONDHEIM . , . ,  . ..  · , P.O. Box 7072 Homansbyen 
'N- 0306 OSLO· 
! 
OSTERREICH 
Mrs .Barbara WEITGRUBER'  .  .  - '  \  \.  . 
Biiro fiir Europaische BildungSkooperation 
Reichsratstr  . .17 /5.Stk.  .  .  . 
A-1010 W1EN 
. Dr. Altururo Barbosa MACHADo 
· 'Uiuversidade do Minho ·  . · 
Projecto Mirierva 
'  - .  Largo do racp 
P- 4719 BRAGA Codex 
.. Ms.  Monica NfELEN-Pt\ASO 
·Senior Adviser  · · 
Ministry of Education· 
P.O:Box 293 
Meritullinkatu, 10  · 
SF - 00170 HELSINKI . 
'Mr  .. Heikki HIRVINEN  · 
Assistant Director  : · 
Mag. Gottfried. BACHER 
. Bundesrninisteriu~. fiir Wissenschaft 
und .Forshung  · 
Rosengasse, 4 ·  · 
A.- 1010 WIEN 
PORTUGAL 
'' ;' 
Engo  Joa o  ..  Ped r6  SALDA NH.A 
VERSCHNEIDER GONc;ALVES  . .  , 
INETI.- Instituto  Nacional  de  Engenharia·  e . 
..  Tecnologia Industrial ·  · ·  .  · 
Azinhaga dos  I....a.n1.e~ros a Estrada do.Pac;o do 
Lumiar  ·  , 
P -1699 USBOA. CODEX 
SUOMI· 
.  . 
Mr. Mikko _NUPPONEN 
COMETT ·Info Centre 
Director.  . 
Helsinki University of Technology · 
.  Lifelong Le'arnirig  lnstltu~ DIPOU 
SF -'02150 ESPOO 
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